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id Gentlemen. It has come to light that B.P. Lightsource is once again trying to usurp the power of the people and disregard (he \otce of the 
and Allen Counties. My wife Shannon and I, Leslie, along with oxer one thousand landowners as members of Auglaize Townships United st 
on of wind towers and solar panels on our fertile farmlands. Not only are they eyesores and sound annoying but the killers of thousands of o 
id insect eating bats. They harm the habitat for the woodland creatures while ensuring that the farmland cannot be used to feed an increasii 
n. The panels not only increase global warming through reflection of heat back into the air but are produced in China with the help of slave la 
eason statues and monuments are and were tom down in our country due to this very same premise? But again, perhaps only a certain rac 
exploited. The Uyghurs who are forced into internment camps produce the solar panels which are used in the construction of the solar fields 
n slaves to the Chinese and this is welcomed by the solar companies. Cheap labor is the goal for this produces huge amounts of capital whi 

the greedy and this includes B.P. Lighrsource along with Birch solar. These so-called executives do not have to put up with the degradatic 
>, falling home and land values, noise and increased heat due to the return of radiation into the atmosphere through reflection. These greedy 
s and even Countries away. They dump their refuse in our once productive fields and flee the scene with taxpayer funded subsidies in bulgir 
m there is money to be made for our schools, it's for the children they shout but government subsidies, thanks to the taxpayers are actually 
nore money provided locally means less of a return from the state and federal government of our own tax dollar due to this thing called equity 
Jonating our own money to other school systems with this undertaking. As for myself I wonder how many of these so-called save the planet 
their electric vehicles line their own rooftops with the Chinese built solar panels. Please place my wife Shannon and myself, Leslie Kubinski 
16 construction of solar panels and wind turbines in Auglaize and Allen Counties along with the over a thousand members of Auglaize Towns 
u for listening and reading. a // '* y
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